
Over 400 million of the world’s 
poorest depend on fish for food. 
How will they 
adapt to 
climate
change?

Don’t
let fish slip
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change net
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Find out 
what’s at 
stake and 
what can 
be done
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For more information, visit:

www.climatefish.org



10 Key Messages:

1	 Our oceans and waters are key in regulating the world’s climate	
— they are resilient but at increasing risk.

2	 The world’s oceans and waters are our largest natural carbon sink	
— we must keep them healthy to absorb our emissions. 			

3	 Millions of people depend on the world’s waters for a living and billions benefit from 
fisheries foods and products 
— aquatic ecosystems are critical to global food security and economic prosperity. 

4	 Climate change will cause unprecedented disruptions to aquatic and coastal systems 
— we must understand the risks for everyone to act wisely.

5 Climate stress is here: oceanic dead zones, acidification, disturbed freshwater 
processes, falling groundwater levels, pressure on aquatic stocks	
— we must address these changes.   

6 New prospects for oceans and waters with resilient communities and ecosystems and 
food and livelihood benefits are possible 
— we must act now to decelerate damage.

7	 Connecting local interests to global needs can build stronger communities with shared 
aims	
— we can create new patterns of global partnership.

8	 Climate change mitigation and adaptation can fit with increased wealth through good 
stewardship	
— we should support these positive links.       

9	 A global blue carbon fund will create a vital dynamic for change and for building and 
applying investment at all levels 
— we can connect private, public and civil society interests and aims.

10 PaCFA offers the global community a voice to strengthen and safeguard our common 
goals for the world’s oceans and waters	
— we can gain by sharing, acting and informing together.

Come find out what can be done


